NOAA Records Show NWS is Misrepresenting the Vacancy Rate
(March 7, 2017) On February 28, NWSEO received a response to a Freedom of Information Request which
reveals there are several hundred more vacant funded positions in the National Weather Services than the
NWS claims. This FOIA response confirms NWSEO’s long standing claim that there are over 600 vacancies
within the NWS.
Last year, the NWS Insider dismissed the union’s calculations and claimed that that only 394 funded positions
vacant:
“Why is the number of vacancies stated by headquarters (394) different than the number stated by NWSEO (667)?
That is a difference of more than 200 positions.
◦

◦
◦

The vacancy number is different because NWS management must use the Congressionally authorized level
of 4,638 FTE (Full Time Equivalent) contained in our FY 2016 appropriation, whereas NWSEO is likely
referring to the NWS post-modernization staffing model levels, circa 2000. However, NWS management is
not privy to NWSEO’s calculations.
NWS management must also account separately for positions funded by other federal agencies, e.g. FAA.
The Congressionally authorized FTE level of 4,638 represents the staffing level we are authorized to fill each
fiscal year.”

These same numbers have been cited by NWS leadership repeatedly last year in various briefings.
In response to NWSEO’s FOIA request for:




the total number of vacancies,
total number of employees on board, and
total number of authorized and appropriated positions,

NOAA provided the following chart which demonstrates that NWS leadership has been misrepresenting both
the number of appropriated positions and the number of vacancies.
According to data provided by NOAA, as of November 1, 2016, there were 643 vacant funded positions in the
NWS. According to this document, there were a total of 4,874 appropriated positions in the NWS in FY 16,
not 4,638 as claimed by the NWS. NOAA also reports that there are 174 additional positions that are either
reimbursable by other agencies or fee-funded (such as the CWSU meteorologists):

The higher number of appropriated positions reported by NOAA is consistent with Exhibit 10-6 of the Budget
Justification submitted to Congress by NOAA in support of the agency’s FY 17 appropriations request. This
document states that there are 4,874 positions for which the NWS had budget authority in the enacted FY 16
appropriations.
-NWSEONo one cares more for National Weather Service employees than
National Weather Service employees.
No one works harder for National Weather Service employees than
National Weather Service employees.
We are NWSEO.

